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Enservio Launches New Claims Consulting Service
Main goal of consultative service will be to create personalized plans for improving
financial and operational efficiency, as well as a strategic road map.
Insurance Networking News, July 9, 2013
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Enservio, a provider of software and services to property insurers, has announced the release of EnservioIQ
Consulting Service, which is a new consulting practice aimed at carriers looking for additional visibility, process
improvement, and financial and operational efficiency from their P&C claims processes.
Like what you see? Click here to sign up for Insurance Networking News weekly newsletter to
get the latest on breaking industry news, carrier technology implementations and developing
business and technology trends.

Enservio says the group will partner with insurance carriers to develop strategies to facilitate the development of
business solutions; craft a strategic roadmap; assess underlying risk to price policies; create optimal customer
experiences; and enhance the policyholder experience in the adjustment life cycle.
As part of the new service, EnservioIQ consultants will
create personalized implementation plans based on an
assessment of business needs; a business, industry and
performance solution alignment; and a benefits and value
determination, says Enservio. The end result of the
consultative process is the creation of a strategic roadmap.
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